In reply to <jeremymontoya14@...>, who wrote:

If one of your parents is black and the other white does that make u jewish?

The person trying to pass this onto you probably is lying his ass off and is deluded. You're not a jew unless you're a jew by blood, how much or how much less blood it could be.

Or, if that was not the case, which I doubt, he could have read that the jews contain DNA from all the 3 main Races, Black, Asian and White. On top of this, they contain a rough percent of jewish DNA. That jewishness is what makes them jews, not the fact that they are mixed.

Being mixed is not something that is not Gentile. It's a mix between Gentiles. Though in Satanism we are aiming for Racial separation to actually improve each of our Races. Anyone, no matter how mixed, presents some dominant characteristics of one Race. If they feel part of that Race, they will support that Race.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!
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